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Ocean of Light

Kapitel 1: EunHae (243)

He is sweating so much, but he loved it.
A big smile is plastered on his lips.
The movements were a single flow, the other following each step.

He looked into the big mirrors,
eyeing his band mates, some were sweating as much as he was,
others not so, only following lazily.

But when a pair of light brown eyes caught his through the mirror,
his smile widened and his heart thumped.

The last movements were done, the music out.
All men stumbled to their bottles of water, desperate to get some refreshment.

Hyukjae leaned against one of the large mirrors,
slowly drinking his water and observing the others,
with a smile on his lips.

“That was amazing today!”

The blonde looked to his left ans locked eyes with Donghae.

“YOU were amazing!”

Eunhyuk chuckled lightly at the words from the younger.
“Thanks...”
He mumbled as he sneaked an arm around Donghaes waist to pull him closer.

“Hyukkie...”

“I love you...”
And with that he pressed his lips lovingly against Donghaes.

After the two parted, the younger beamed at his boyfriend,
with sparkling eyes and damp hair,
an glow around him.

“Get a room!”
Echoed Kyuhyuns voice through the dance hall.

The two dancers began to laugh.
Eunhyuks heart skipped a beat when he looked at his Donghae,
laughing and happy,
surrounded by people he loved with all his heart...
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Ocean of Light

Yes... this was indeed his Ocean of Light...
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Ocean of Light

Kapitel 2: WonTeuk (266)

Siwon laughed heartily as he watched his leader playing Wii with the others.
It was heartwarming when all of the members were together.
They always had fun and laughed almost all the time.

He was seated at the dining table and was just watching the others while they play.
After some time Hyukjae joined him at the table.

“Wow, I didn't think that this would be this exhausting!”
The blonde laughed and began to watch the rest of the member, too.
But most of the time his eyes were on Donghae.

Siwon looked at him for a while and smiled at the love he could see in the eyes of
Eunhyuk.
The taller one looked back at the remaining ones, the ones still playing the games.
A few of them had already given up.

But Leeteuk, Donghae and Sungmin were still playing, eager to win just once against
Kyuhyun.
Siwon chuckled when he saw that the three were silently cursing at the maknae.

He smiled lovingly at Leeteuk when the older one came to him ans placed himself on
Siwons lap.
The younger circled his arms around Leeteuks waist and rested his chin on the
shoulder of the other one.

“Tired?”

“You have no idea!”

Siwon and Leeteuk laughed both at that statement.

When the younger stood up, with Leeteuk in his arms, the older one squeaked a little
unmanly and wrapped his arms around Siwons neck for support.

Siwons heart skipped a beat when he looked at his beloved one, happily smiling back
at him...

Yes... indeed, this was his Ocean of Light...
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Ocean of Light

Kapitel 3: TeukChul (271)

Heechul was chasing Heebum through the dorm.

“Yah! You stupid cat! Don't run away!”

“Heechul-Hyung, keep quiet, will you?!”
Eunhyuk sat in the living room, watching a movie, with Donghae curled up at his side,
fast asleep.

Heechul stopped dead in his tracks to face the younger.
“How dare you talk to me like that?!”

Before there could erupt a fight, a sleepy voice stopped the two.

“Heenim? Why is Heebum so frightened and hiding under my bed?”
Leeteuks voice was tired, he was woken up by Heebum, which hopped over him to
disappear under his bed.

Heechul turned to look at his Angel and smiled slightly and soft.
“Did Heebum wake you up? I'm sorry!”
The older apologized sincerely.

“It's okay. But why is he hiding under my bed?”
With now curious eyes the leader looked at Heechul.

“I want to wash him.”
The dark haired male answered with a dry voice.

Behind, on the couch, Hyukjae snorted ans Leeteuk rolled his eyes.

“You don't need to wash cats...”
Leeteuk started...

“...they wash themselves.”
Eunhyuk finished.

“I know that!”
The oldest almost shouted.
“But he smells so good after washing him.”
There was nearly a pout.

And when Leeteuk laughed out loud at that, he grabbed Heechuls hands and let the
two of them into his white, clean room, with Heebum under the bed.

“Want to wash me?”
The leader winked ans stepped closer to Heechul.
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The latters eyes widened in excitement and he liked his lips while lightly nodding...

Yes... this was definitely his Ocean of Light...
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